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This study is an attempt to follow the development 
of the group of children who attended the Mental Hygiene 
Clinic Nursery School of Louisville, Kentucky in its first 
three years, September, 1939 through May, 1942. The chil-
dren were studied on a comparative basis of their behavior 
in the two school situations - nursery school in 1939-1942 
and element ary school in 1946. The study' not only considers 
the chll.d's behavior in the classroom, but also attempts to 
evaluate the eftects at personal.i ty and environmental in-
t'luences upon the child. ts school adjustment - his health, 
condii tions in the home, and mental development. 
The preschool years are now being recognized as of 
more developmental importance than any succeeding period 
ot lit'e. The White House Conference reports after a care-
ful survey, "In early childhood - even as early as four 
years ot age - about one-third of apparently nonnal chil-
dren of self-sustaining families, average in intelligence 
have behavior problems sufficiently marked to necessitate 
treatment. Large numbers of children still need help at 
the kindergarten and prtmar7levels.nl 
IHarold H. Anderson, "The Relationship of Nursery 




"The Nur sery School is t be e du cat ional answer that 
this generation is making in order to provide an environ-
ment where ycung children two to five can develop to their 
fullest extent."l 
As we had no contact with the home of the children 
in 1946, \Wt could not attempt to make an evaluation of the 
effect of the nursery school pr~ram on the children. We 
do attempt to compare the children r s behavior in elementary 
schools in 1946 as evaluated by- interviews with their tea-
chers over against the children's behavior in nursery school 
as it was recorded in 1939-1942. 
The lack or obj ecti vi ty is a big factor in our method 
fran. the standpoint of (1) tb! personal reactions of the 
teacher will doubtlessly color her evaluation of the child~ 
and (2) the evaluation of the Child's behavior at nursery 
school was dependent upon the writer's interpretation of 
the recorded data, which also has the dangers of being sub-
jective. However, in spite of these disadvantages in the 
method of study, it is hoped that we may find some interes-
ting correlations that might prove worthy of further study. 
"We are aware that education and mental hygiene 
have involved different goals - education seeking to make 
the individual conform to a group pattern, while mental 
hygiene aims to nurture an individual in terms of his own 
~s. A. B. Sawyer, Jr., "The Nursery School fI t 
Louisville, Ky., September, 1939. (Mimeographed) 
\ 
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pers.ona~ satisfactions."l We are also aware that the 
child's behavior in school cannot be considered apart from 
his behavior at hone or from effects of physical condition, 
or from IQ.. 
It is realized that the group studied is too small 
to reach any definite conclusions - only 40 per cent of 
the total number ot children attending nursery school in 
1939-1942 were located in elementar,r schools in 1946. 
Again, we say the t we hope it will show trends or corre-
lations trom which definite cone lusions could be reached 
upon turther inve stigation. 
There is at the very outset a difficulty in a study 
consisting ot' an evaluation of behavior with respect to 
how desirable or undesirable it may be. No one could make 
such distinctions on the basis of' factual knowledge or draw 
up a list of behavior problems of children to which any 
other individual would entirely agree. 2 
There have been several studies 0 f a somewhat similar 
nature to the present study; the main difference is that 
most or these other stOOie s had a control group for compari-
son with the group studied: Children's Behavior and Teachers' 
Attitydes by E. K. Wickman, Educational. Achievement of Pro-
blem Children by Paynter and Blanchard, A Caaparative studT 
ot a Nursery School Versus a Non-NurserY School Group by 
lIra S. Wile, "Integration of.the Child the Goal of 
the Educational Program", Mental. Hyg~ene, (1936), XX, 249. 
2E K Wickmall Children's Beif,ior and Teac,ers' 
Attitudes: tNew York! The C6l'Ii1iOftwe n ]Iund, 1929 , p. 7. 
\ 
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Ethel Kawin, am Children f s Behav ior Problems by Luton 
Ackerson. This study has no control group; it differs from 
these othe rs in that it studies the same group in two dif-
ferent situations. 
Gain and loss in this study are measured in terms of 
group averages and group tendencies rather than in terms of 
what has happened to the individual child as a personality. 
"What are needed are uniform s tudie s yielding da ta on large 
numbers of children and more reliable instruments of measure-
ment with which to measure possible differences in develop-
ment between children who attend nursery schools and children 
who do not. Wbat are especially lacking are valid and relia-
ble instruments wi th which to n:easure such plliysieal condi-
tions, personality traits, types of behavior, and levels of 
habit training as are generally recognized as acknowledged 
objectives ot nursery-school education. ,,1 
Ethel Kawin continues wi th the above statement by 
saying that "every added study, however, may prove a contri-
bution toward the accumulation of data which may in time 
t:tu-ow some light on this very complex problem. ,,2 This study, 
then, is presented as another link in such a Chain. 
lEthal Kawtn. and Carolyn Hoefer, A com~arative study of 
a Nursery School Versus a Non-Nurser Schooltou, (CHicago: 
The University of Chicago ess, H:J3l , p. 4. 
2Ibid., p. 4. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE LOUISvILLE MENTAL HYGIEr.'E CLINIC NURSERY SCHOOL 
, , 
ClWlTER I 
THE LOUISVILLE MENTAL h~GIENE CLINIC I~RSERY SCHOOL 
The Louisville Mental Hygie ne Clinic established a 
nurs ery school in .August, 1939 for th e observation and 
treatment of young problem children. This program was set 
up as an experiment for a three-year period under the spon-
sorship of the Younger Vvoman's Club of Louisville, the Com-
munity Chest, and the University of Louisville. 
The two-fold purp ose of thi s new expe riment was tJtte 
guidanoe of children during their most formative years and 
a demons trat ion to p aren ts, doc tors" stu den t nurses, soc ial 
workers, and the communi ty at large of the best methods of 
training young children.l The Nursery School was described 
as "a planned environment indoors and out-of-doors, where 
pre-school children can begin to learn the art of success-
ful living through play, - the childts :f'orm of work-, under 
teachers traine d in the techniques of handling them in 
these early years. Here they develop bab its of friendliness, 
habits of \'\Ork and order, habits of sleeping, and habits of 
lMary Elizabeth O'Brien, "History and Development of 
the ~ental Hygiene Clinio tt , Louisville, Ky., Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Graduate Division of Soeial Administration, 




eating that will make them adequate physically and 
emotional.l.y. "1 
Normal children, aged two to 1'i ve ye ars, with beha-
vior problems were admitted to the school. The child's 
mot her was "expected to cooperate actively by observing 
the work at the school, consulting with the clinic staft, 
ani atteniing a weekly child guidance lecture for mothers."2 
The Nursery School opened at 8:30 A.M. and closed at 2:00 
P.M. Monday through Friday-; it inc~uded indoor and outdoor 
peri ods of wcr k and play, music and rhythms, storie s and 
discussion, rest, dinner and a two-hour nap. 
In the first year of the hlental Hygiene Clinic Nur-
sery School, September, 1939 - May, 1940, children were 
accepted on a control-study basis. It was found after 
the children were enrolled in school that thi s basi s was 
not valid; the control children, al though referred by par-
ents as showing no problems, were found to have as many or 
more pro,bl.ems than the study.' group. This classification 
was,discontinued in the second year group of children. 
A follow-up study was made by a psychiatric social 
worker in the home and school of the child each year after 
his attendance at Nursery School. The children in the first 
lThis was taken from a pamphlet entitled "The Nursery 
School Division of the Loui sville Mental Hygiene Clinic, tt 
Louisville, Ky., October 5, 1942. 
2Ibid. 
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two year groups were studied twice in a follow-up. The 
studies were made to rollow-up the deve~opment of the indi-
vidual. children, and also, to eValuate the effect of the 
Nursery School program.l 
In follow-up studies of t:re fir st year group, it was 
found that while the majority of these children maintained 
improvement in kindergarten and first grade, in general the 
fundamental. pa re nt-chi ld relat ionship had not shown as much 
improvement as was desired by the clinic staff. Therefore, 
in the second year of the school, September. 1940 - ~~y, 
1941, it was decided to adopt the policy of not accepting 
children in the Nursery School unless the parents were will-
ing to participate actively in the treatment. Consequently, 
each parent was seen in the Clinic for individual interviews 
on the parent-child relationship. 
In September, 1942, the Louisville Community Chest 
asked the Health Council to form a committee which would 
evaluate the work ot the Mental Hygiene Clinic Nursery School~ 
The committee considered the progr~ of the school and the 
school's place in the community and made the follo-wing con-
clusions ;3 
lA sumnary of the tollow-up studies can be tound in 
Appendix A. 
2This committee was made up of eight non-statt me~ 
bers of Mental Hygiene Clinic. It included interested lay 
persons in the community and representatives tran heal th 
and social agenci es. 
3Louisville Health Council, "Report on the Mental. 
Hygiene Clinic Nursery Scbcol, Louisvi lIe, Ky. n, October 
5, 1942. (Mimeographed) 
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1. The Nur sery School should be continued. 
2. The Mental Hygiene Clinic Nursery School fills 
a need in the community whi ch is not met by any 
other agency, in training doctors, nurses, tea-
chers, parents" md others how to deal with 
behavior problems in pre-school children. 
3. It renders guidance to both children and parents 
to forestall and prevent more serious problems 
developing at a later date. 
4. The Nursery School is conducted for research 
and demonstration ani maintains high standards 
in many respects, but is handicapped by lack of 
ade~ate physical facilities. 
On the basis of the Health Council report, the Lou-
isville Community Chest agreed to continue its support of 
the Nursery School. The Younger Woman's Club withdrew its 
funds at the end of the three-year demons tration period as 
the demonstration had been effective in proving the need 
of the nursery school program in the comrr.lunity. 
In February, 1944, the Nursery School was di scontin-
ued during the cl inic t s search for more adequate quarters 
and a full-time director for the school. liarcn, 1945, the 
school aga in opene d as the pre sent "Child Study Nursery 
School" supported by tuition, Community Chest funds, a 
Special Fund of the University of Louisville" and donations 
from. private clubs. Although, the Child study School now 
has its own full-time director, the Mental Hygiene Cl"inic 
continues to have responsibility for the establishment of 
aims and policies for the school. 
CRAFTER II 
ME'lHOD OF S'lUDY 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF STUDY 
The group selected far study were children who 
attended the Mental Hygiene Clinic Nursery School for the 
~irst three years of the school, September, 1939 through 
May, 1942. There was a total of sixty-seven children 
attending Nursery School during this period. l 
The location of the children in the follow-up study 
in May-.Tune, 1.946 was determined through t:re use of the 
~iles of tm Census Bureau of the Louisville Board of Edu-
cation and the Jefferson County Board of Education. Since 
the school census is continuous, it showed the grade and 
school of each child if he had ever been entered in a school; 
it removed, the oause of' removal was given - whether he 
moved from the city or co unty, transferred to another school 
in the oi ty or county, or was removed from school entir ely 
fer reasons of health. 
IA variance in the total number of children attending 
Nursery School dun ng these three years was found in the 
follow-up studies made by Mental Hygiene Clinic. In one 
place, a total of 79 children was used, and in another, 76. 
By cheCking over the intake book for the first three years 
of the sohool, 7S children were found who entered the school. 
Eleven of t ~ se were entered in school for more than one 
.. 
year and were re-caunted in the total, leaving 67 as the actua 




The children chosen for the ~ollow-up study had 
(l) attended the Nursery School for at 1east a month within 
the period September, 1939 through May, 19421 , and were 
(2) attending a school in Louisville or Jefferson County at 
the time of the follow-up in May-June, 1946. 
As shown in Table 1, twenty-six children, or approx-
imately 40 per cent of the 67 children were found that met 
the above requirem.ents. The reIllB.ining 41 children failed 
, 
to meet these requirements because of the following reasons: 
(1) twenty had moved out of the city or county, (2) ten 
were patients at the Children's Free Hospital at the time 
of attendance in Nursery School and returned to their homes 
out in the state after di scharge t"rom the hospital, (3) 
seven attended Nursery School less than a month, (4) three 
were not 10ce ted in the school census files whi ch probably 
me ant that the family had move d out of the city or eounty 
before the child reached school age, and (5) one child was 
confined in a state mental hospital. 
TABLE 1 
STATUS OF SIXTY-SEVEN CHILDREN ATTENDING :NURSERY SCHOOL 
DURING THE SCHOOL YEARS 1939-1942 AT THE TIME 
OF THE FOLLOv{-tiP STUDY IN NlAY-JUNE, 1946 
stat us Childre n Percentage 
Total. • • • • • • • •• 67 
City or county school. • • • • •• 2206 Moved out at city or county •••• 
Children's Free Hospital patients. a 10 
Attended school less than a month. 7 
Not located. • • • • • • • • • •• 3 
State mental hospital •••• ~ •• 1 








of the county. 
lAs it was felt that the child could have benefitted 
little f'rom the nursery school experience in less than a 
month's time, these children were not included in the study. 
.. ~ 
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Data From Nursery School Records 
The Nursery School records contained (1) a referral 
summary giving family history and tre physical, mental 
and emotional development of the child, (2) running records 
ot psychiatric or social \ll()rk interviews with the mother 
and the child, (3) reports of psychological tests - the 
children were tested When they entered and usually given 
a re-test at tl:!e end of the nursery school year, (4) daily 
observation notes on the performance of the children in 
school, (5) a closing evaluation or the children in Nursery 
School, (e) a closing summary evaluating the etfect of the 
clinic contact on the mot her's and child's problems, and 
(7) follow-up studies made by social vcrkers to the home 
and school of the child a year after attendance in Nursery 
School.l 
The referral summary varied in the volume of infor-
mation obtained - depending on the source. In some cases, 
the mother cans into clinic for a referral interview with 
a psychiatric social worker, and in other cases, the mater-
ial was obtained from a social agency or some other referral 
source. 
In some instances, there was very little material in 
the record about the parent-child relationship, the pro-
blems or the parent, or any features in the home situation 
affecting the child's behavior. This was due to the fact 
lThe schedule used in gathering Nursery School data 
can be found in Appendix 1', 
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that not all mothers and not all children held regular 
interviews with the social worker or psychiatrist. The 
tendency seemed to be for the clinic to have little or no 
contact with mothers of t:re control children, although this 
was not al ways true. 
Another distinction between the control and study 
children seemed to be that many of the control children's 
records did not contain daily observation records. Only 
an evaluative statement of the child fS performance for the 
year was recorded. 
Due to this lack of uniformity of recorded data, the 
information about one child and his family might be volu-
minous, as compared with another child about whom very little 
was known. 
Class ification of Chil.dren From l~ursery School Records 
It was found helpful for study purposes, to classify 
the children in to three groups acco rding to the degree of 
improvement resulting from their nursery school experience. 
Improvenent as it is used here does not refer to improve-
ment of the child in nursery school environment alone. 
It reters to the whole development of the child as shown 
by his ability to meet and adapt to all life situations -
his relations in the home, his relations with other chil-
dren in the neighborhood, and his relations with other 
adults. When he left the nursery school environmen t,. did 
g 
he continue to present eating and sleeping difficulties? 
How does he get along wi th his parents, siblings, ami 
other children? What sort of work and play habits has he 
formed? 
The basis for eValuation of improvement in the child 
was the opinions of (l) the nursery school teacher, (2) 
members of the c 1 ini c st aff, ( 3) the parents, and ( 4) foll ow-
up studies a year after tte child's attendance at Nursery 
School. 
It would be difficult to. say how much improvemen t 
was due to the child's nursery school experience, excluding 
the influence of other environmental factors. The degree 
of imp rove men t refers to the amount of change observed in 
the individual child during the period of his attendance 
at Nursery School. Consideration is given to such factors 
as low IQ and poor hea~th of the Child; blockage due to 
];I."oblerns of tm parents; and lOW' economic level of the family. 
Group One consi sts of twelve children who sh owed a 
marked degree of imprC11eme:nt in Nursery School. Group 'I\vo, 
seven children, showed little or no improvement; and Group 
Three. seven children, was a classification where improve-
ment was not clearly defined. 
The'sum of the initial problems and the sum of the 
problems improved in each of the three groups was obtained 
in an attempt to judge the amount O'·f improvement. This 
procedure brought out that Group I, twelve children, 
10 
presented a total of seventy-seven problems of which 
sixty-eight, or ag per cent were improved. Group II, 
seven children, presented a total of sixty-four problems 
with thirty-tour, or 53 per cent improved. Group III, 
seven chil.dre:rn:, presented a total o-r thi rty-fi ve problems 
and twenty-eight, or aD per cent were improved. 
Table 2 shows the number of problems and their im-
provement far the three groups of children. Table 19, 
infra, page 56 lists tre types of problems. These figures 
are a rough estimate, ani are used only because they help 
to visualize the degree of improvement in the three groups. 
A problem might have existed, and not been recorded because 
it was unimportant in one worker t s viewpoint. The sane 
problem would be recorded as playing an important part in 
a child' s behavior by a different worker. In the same 
manner, a problem might have ShO\VIl improvement, yet not 
been recorded. Then, too, from the recorded data, it is 
impossible to judge the intensity of the problem as it 
occurs in the difterent children. 
The ditficulties involved make us question the 
validity of any such classification. Yet, this seemed to 
be the best method of eValuating the adjustment of these 
children in 1946 as the control-study group set up in 
Nursery School in 1939 eQuId not be used. l By using this 
lsupra, p. 2. 
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classification, we can compare the school adjustments of 
the children on whom the nursery school program was 
thought to show some effect with those children on whom 
the program was thought to show little or doubtful effect. 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER OF INITIAL PROBLEMS AND Il£PROVIDLENT OF TivENTY-SIX 
CHILDREN ATTElmING NURSERY SCHOOL, 1939-1942 
Children 
Initial Problems 
Total Group I Group II Group III 
Total. 26 12 7 7 
1 - 4 • • • • 7 6 0 1 
5 - 9 • • • • 14 3 5 6 
10 - 14. • • • 3 3 0 0 15 
-
Over. • • 2 0 2 0 
Problems Improved Total Group I Group II Group III 
Total. 26 12 7 7 
1 - 4 • • • • 13 5 4 4 
5 - 9 • • • • 10 ! 5 2 3 10 14. • • • 3 j 2 1 0 
\ 
The twelve children of Group I were considered by 
the nursery school staff to have either (I) presented few 
problems upon entrance to Nursery School and continued to 
show a good ad jus tmen t, or (2) showed a great amount of 
improvement in their problems presented upon entrance. 
There were five children in Group I who showed very 
few problems when referred to Nursery School. The case of 
Mary, 4, is 'Oresented as an illustration of these five: 
12 
Mary's father was a factory foreman and 
seemed to have no diff'icul ty in supporting the 
family of four. Mary was an average child with 
an IQ of 114 as tested before entering Nursery 
School. She was a sweet-mannered child who 
adjusted easily at school. Her only difficulty 
was in telling her mother good-by at first, but 
she soon did this easily. She was well-liked 
at Nursery School and had a very good time. 
The p~chologist reported she seemed very well 
adjusted socially in that she was friendly, 
outgoing, and cooperative. 
The remaining seven children in Group I showed pro-
blems when entered in Nursery School, yet were felt by the 
staff' to have shown a great deal of improvemen t in their 
adjustment to Nursery School. The maj or problan.s disap-
peared or were improved to such a degree that it was felt 
tm child would have little difficulty in adjusting to 
elementary schools. The following case history illustrates 
au ch an adjus 'b:n.ent : 
Martha, a three-year old child, presented 
a picture of an al most miraculous change as a 
result of her nursery school experience. Her 
mother was mildly depressed with suicidal ten-
dencies. She was married to a man much older 
than herself, who had a sixteen-year old daugh-
ter from a previou s marriage. The mother felt 
burdened down with the drab existence and low 
economic level of her husband's grocery store. 
The parents were extremely over-protective of 
Martha, and had a~ost "wrapped her in cotton 
for safe-keeping", wai ti ng on he r hand and foot. 
When she was brought to the Nursery School, 
she had poor eat ing habits, was over- dependent 
on her mother, shy, lacked spontaneity and con-
fidence; and had temper tantrums, cried fre-
quently, refused to go to bed, was fearful of 
high places, spoiled, presented problems of 
nail biting, mild stuttering, masturbation, and 
day dre 8llling. 
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Her mother was helped by the psychiatrist 
to gain confidence in herself and to express 
her feelings. Her anxiety left and she was 
able to be more independent and take more ini-
tiative. She improved greatly in handling 
Marthats problems. In play therapy with the 
social worker, kartha let out a great deal of 
negative feeling and aggression and obtained 
relief. By the end of her treatment, she was 
a different child. She Was no longer timid, 
fearful, and retiring. Instead, she was self-
confident, vivacious, and outgoing. 
In Nursery School, Martha's general con-
dit ion showed a wonderful improvement. Instead 
of si tting and watch ing, she began to take part 
happily in all activities. She was no longer 
a problem with eating ani sleeping habits. As 
soon as she overcame her timidity, her progress 
was rapid. She became very independent and 
refused to 1 et her parents do everything for 
her. She was able to assume leadership of the 
group. She became unafraid of new people and 
places. She always seemed to enjoy Nursery 
School and reached the point where she could 
participate, use her awn ideas, and resourceful-
ness and imagination with a great deal of free-
dom. The staff was fascinate d by her growth 
ani blossoming-out into a delightful youngster. 
Group II was group of seven children who showed little 
or no impr01ement, from their nursery school experience. It 
was felt by the nursery school staff that very little had 
been accomplished with thi s group of children. 
In six ou t of seven Cases in thi s group, the parent 
could not accept help from clinic treatmen.t wi ~ her own 
emotional pr oblems or with her probl ems wit h the child. 
The child was either removed from Nursery School entirely 
before any improvement resulted from school attendance, or 
the parent's problems remained unchanged and continued to 
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affect the child t s behavior at home or school or both. 
The following case illustration is of a child in Group II 
who had little difficulty in adjusting to Nursery School 
and made rapid improvement in her problems at school, but 
continued to be a problem at home due to the parent's in-
ability to benefit from clinic treatment: 
Sylvia, three, was an only child of 
parents who had spoiled her completely. They 
became irritated at her difficult behavior, 
yet were "crazy abou t her". The problems 
shown by Sylvia were: severe temper tantrums, 
enuresi s, ea ting problem, thumb suckinG., wi ll-
ful. and negative behavior, crying for attention, 
whining, restlessness during sleep, hitting 
and annoying other children and adults. 
After a week in Nursery School, Sylvia 
cae into the group wi thou t crying and had 
few temper tantrums. When she learned that 
her undesirable behavior did not g9t her what 
she wan ted at nursery school, she became one 
of the most helpful and cooperative children 
there. Adults and children both liked her and 
her teacher reported that she Was a lovely 
child to have in the group_ At school she 
became a real power 1'0 r the good and showed a 
great deal of self-reliance and thoughtful 
ini tiati ve. 
It was doubtful wheth er the mother rece-
ived any help from her clinic visits. She 
o ont inue d to be inc on sis tent in her handl ing 
of Sylvia, giving into her every whim rather 
than bring on another temper tantrum. Sylvia's 
babyish ac:tions continued at home, because 
her pa rents let them work. When away from 
home, she beoame a very well-adjusted child. 
but she was still a serious problem in the 
home. 
This next case illustration is of one of the children 
in Group II who was removed from Nursery School en til' ely 
beoause the parent was un@le to accept help va th her own 
emotional problems: 
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Douglas, 6i, was brought to Nursery School 
as he was unable to adjust to kindergarten in 
public school. His mother reported that he 
spent most of his time outside of the room be-
cause the teacher Was unable to deal with his 
misbehavior in the classroom. He showed gen-
erally undesirable aggressive behavior- showing 
of~ for attention, hyper-activity, was immature 
socially, unable to get along with his siblings 
was disobedient, and blocked completely against' 
fonnel schooling. 
From the first, he showed a tendency to 
annoy other children at Nur sery School and was 
amazed when his misbehavior was ignored by the 
teachero His only activity was in climbing 
and jumping off' things. Through games and sto-
ries, he began to learn to spell and write. He 
could add and subtraot simple sums and learned 
to enjoy singing wi th the group. He began to 
show a little more feeling for the other chil.-
dren, and showed less need for being engaged 
constantly in sorna physical activity. His span 
of' attention lengthened and he began to show 
more interest in his work. 
Just when Douglas was showing some improve-
ment in Nursery School, hi s mother removed him, 
saying that sm found it impossible to continue 
him in school. It was felt by the staff that 
her domination was a stumbling block to Douglas 
and it was too difficult for her to change her 
emotions so that he could express himself more 
f'reely. 
Two of' the children from Group II came from such a 
poor home si tuati on that it was fel t that the ~ircumstances 
at home would counteract any permanent good accomplished in 
the irregular and short term of attendance of the children 
in Nursery School. The f' ather Was unemployed, the family 
of six lived in ODe room, there was a great deal of illness 
in the home, and the children suffered from a lack of pro-
per nourishment and care. 
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The seventh child in Group II was in very poor health 
during her month's attendance at Nursery School and, for 
this reason, there was not much change in her behavior. 
Group III is composed or seven children whose 
imprO'lement at Nursery School was doubtful. This made it 
difficult to classify them in either Group I or Group II. 
As they seemed to belong to neither group, they were left 
in a classification by themselves to form a third group. 
This unclassified group may be considered vdth Group II as 
a group of doubtfUl improvement consisting of fourteen mem-
bers. finen this is done, there is a better basis for com-
parison vd th Group I of twelve children showing improvement. 
Frequent absences retarded improvement for two of the 
children in Group III. The following is an illustration of 
doubtful improvement due to absences: 
The problems presented by Peter, 4, at the 
time of referral were temper tantrums, a speech 
defect, a tendency to stutter. He was "affect-
hungry", shy, and insecure. He had an even-
tempered disposition, was extremely kind and 
generous with other children. He was very qUiet 
and appealing and seemed to be self-conscious 
about his speech defect. In six interviews with 
the psychiatrist, Peter was able to get out a 
good bit of aggression, although it was felt 
that the mother got little help from her contact 
with the Clinic. 
Peter improved in initiative and aggres-
sion, became more outgoing, cooperated well; yet 
always preferred to be directed by another child. 
His indistinct speech and hesitancy to talk did 
not improve. ~ihat improvemen t he appeared to be 
making was retarded by hi s frequent absences from 
Nursery School of a week or more at a time, and 
he had to regain self-confidence all over again. 
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Marshall is given to illustrate the two children 
in Group III whose improvement was doubtful, due to the 
counter-action of a very unstable home situation: 
Marshall, 4~, had temper tantrums, showed 
sib ling rivalry, was unable to get along with 
other children, seemed to confuse fact and fan-
tasy, was highly distractible, and hyperactive. 
He was handicappe d by a mal development of his 
cerekl1lll and a1. so by an internal strabismus of 
his left eye. Due to a lack of motor coordina-
tion, he appeared to be clumsy, and would fall 
in walking. His I~ on two psychological tests 
was 89, or a dull normal. 
His father had an ungovernable temper, and 
had difficulty in managing on present earnings, 
due to illnesses and accumulation of debts. He 
was abusive to his wife and Marshall. His 
mother was a reI igiou s l'anacti c, believing in 
no social activity. There was always a conflict 
of interests between the two parents due to the 
mother's condemnation of her husband's drinking 
and dancing. Marshall spoke of his parents as 
being "mixed uptl. His older sister and younger 
brother were favored by the two parents, caus-
ing Marshall to feel neglected and to show a 
great deal of need for belonging to something. 
Marshall did not present at Nursery School 
any of the problems shown at home, and aside 
from his confusion of tact and fantasy, he was 
qui te satisfactory to have in the school. He 
learned to control his temper and not to fly to 
pieces when upset. lie was able to Vt.Ork longer 
at one thing without shifti ng. He gained a 
good social rapport and a real feeling for 
other members of the group. It was felt that 
he made as €!p od an adjustment as possible con-
sidering the ill effects or the home situation. 
After an ema tional cris is at home, his be-
havior altered accordingly. Even when he was 
excited and upset from home, he was able to eet 
along amiably with the group, showing that his 
social adjustment seemed well enough established 
not to be seriously disturbed by emotional up-
heavals, although his own individual performance 
was affected. His ability to concentrate on his 
work varied with the emotional upsets at home. 
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The three remaining members of Group III were clas-
sified as showing doubtful improvement, because one or more 
of their initial problems remained unchanged, or improvement 
was shown inconsistently, as in the case of the boy who had 
"bad days", or another boy who adjusted very well in his 
first month of Nursery School, but suddenly became a tyrant, 
showing very disagreeable behavior in the group in the second 
month of school. 
The third child in this category was difficult to 
classify as his problems were derived from a spastic birth 
injury, and there was some questi on of his remaining problems 
being due to an organic or an emotional disorder. 
Data ~rom Elementary School in 1946 
Twenty~two of the 26 children located tr~ugh the 
census files of the two Boards of Education, were enrolled 
in public schools. Three of these were in county schools; 
the remaining nineteen were in city SChools. Four of the 
children were enrolled in Catholic parochial schools. 
Since the study was being made on the basis of the 
childts adjustment in school as of May-June, 1946 as com-
pared with his adjustment in the Nursery School, 1939-1942, 
no contact was made with the home duri ng the pre sent study. 
All information obtained about each child at the time of 
the follow-up. study was through (1) interview with the 
teacher, and (2) school records. 
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The teachers were seen in the months of May and June, 
1946. It was felt that they would know the children better 
at the end of the term. Since the teachers were seen dur-
ing the last month of the school year, there was the disad-
vantage due to the pressure of filling out records and 
grades. However, the fact that they were at the point of 
evaluation of the child's performance for the year seemed 
to aid them in their partieipation in tl±s study. 
Three children who had not been located in June, 
1946 were found in a re-check of the census files in October, 
1946; and their teachers were seen at that time. The tea-
chers for the preceding year were seen in the cases of two 
children of the se children. However, one new teacher was 
seen as the child t s former teacher was not available. 
The interviews with the teachers were held before 
the information from the nursery school records was obtained. 
This was done (ll as the spring was decided on as the best 
time to interview the teachers, it was necessary to fill 
out the schedules from the nursery school records at a 
later date, and (2) in order to help the author avoid bias 
in the interpretation of the material. 
Classification of Children by Interviews with Elementary 
School Teachers 
The problems as reported by elementary school tea-
chers were totalled for each child as a basis for evalua-
ting whether or not the child was considered a problem in 
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elementary school. This is shONn in Table 3. 'I'his method 
shows which children presented more of the problems included 
on the schedule. l In a few cases, the teacher mentioned 
additional problems.ive inferred that the children showing 
more problems on this list are considered by their teachers 
to be making a poorer adjustment in elementary school than 
those children who present less problems on the list. The 
types of problems shown by the children in elementary school 
are seen in Table ao. infra, page 57. 
The list of problems used in this study was derived 
f'rom ~iickman t s study of' the reactions of te achers to behav-
ior proolems. His list of fifty probl.ems Was secured "(I) 
from a questionnaire to the teachers of an elementary public 
school in which they were asked to enumerate all behavior 
problems that they had encountered in their teaching experi-
ence; and (2) from a compiled list of problems as referred 
to a Child Guidance Clinic in the same comruunity.,,2 
TABLE ~ 
NUMBER OF PR OBL.EMS ("F 'I',iENTY-SIX CHILDREN IN 
ELElvIEJ.'..'"TARY SC"rlOOLS, NiAY-JUNE, 1946 
1 Children Problems ~ 
trota1 . Group I Group II ' Group III 
Total. 
• 
26 12 7 7 
None. • • • • • 2 2 0 0 
1 
-
4. • • • • ., 12 6 2 4 
5 - 9. • • • • · :' 7 4 1 2 
10 - 14 • • • 
· 
• 3 0 2 1 
15 if. Over • • •• • 2 0 2 0 
lAppendix c. 2Wickman, Q:Q. Cit., p. 210. 
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The twelve children showing five or more problems 
are used in thi s study a s being problem children in elemen-
tary schools. The reason for this division is that the 
teachert s general discussion of children showing five or 
more problems presents a picture of a child who is not well-
adjusted to his school situation. 
As an illustration, the following is the story of 
the one child who showed five problems: 
He is restless in class with a great deal 
ot nervous acti vi ty - moving his feet and arms 
in a shuffling motion and biting his nmils. 
He cries easily, turns white when corrected by 
his teacher, se ems shy and withdrawn, shys 
away from the usual fights with boys his age, 
and is backWard about answering in class or 
giving oral performances. He ancl. his twin 
brother are never apart and seem to have no 
other close friends. The twin brother has less 
outstanding qualities than the first twin. He 
is not as forward and not as €pod a student. 
He asks often to be excused from the room, and 
his health record states that he wets the bed 
at home. He is sulky and SUllen, whereas the 
first twin is not considered to be so. 
The following is an illustration of a boy, who pre-
sents the greatest number of problems, (20), of the group 
studied in elementary school: 
Charles is considered to be an extreme dis-
cipline problem in his classroom. He is inatten-
tive, does not study, is careless in his work, in-
different and sluggish. He interrupts the olass-
room, attracts the attention of others in the 
. room with his misbehavior, is quarrelsome, stub-
born, defiant, and challenges the teacher and 
principal when it becomes necessary to diSCipline 
him. He is selfish, very restless and unable 
to concentrate. He has frequent temper outbursts. 
He is, however, on the other hand, considered 
by his teacher to be a big bluff and bully. 
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He daydreams, seems oversensitive, is sulky, 
and seems to be cowardly. His teacher refers 
to hi~ as a "show-oft' coward". He bullies 
the younger and smaller children. The other 
children say, "We should send him to another 
school--we don't want him here." 
This is a picture of one of the children whom the 
teacher considered to be no problem in the classroom: 
Her teacher reports that Marjorie is a 
"lovely child" who does outstanding work. She 
takes the initiative very often in the room, 
is popular with the others, and makes a €!p od 
leader. She expresses herself well both orally 
and verbally, and has had several stories pub-
lished in the school magazine. She is quiet, 
well-behaved, adapts herself well to the group. 
She is an "all-round sweet little girl". 
It is at this point that we encounter a serious dif-
ficulty - in considering whether or not the children are 
problems in elenen.tary school and nursery school, and to 
what degree they are problems. What is acceptable behav-
ior to one parent, teacher, or school system may become 
unacceptable when the child passes into the control of 
another parent, teacher, or school. 
The difference in attitude of mental hygienists and 
public school educators has been referred to in several 
studies. "In making the c ompari son between the attitudes 
of mental hygienists and teachers, it is essential to bear 
in mind the differences in professional interest. The foCUS 
of attention and intere st for the mental hygienist is the 
social and emotional adjustment of the Child; the chief in-
tere st of the teacher is in the educ at ion al accomplishments 
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of children."l This difference in the principal interests 
of the two professions naturally brings about different 
attitudes toward child behavior. 
In view of the scholastic function of public school 
education, a "great emphasis has been placed on grades, 
units, and degrees; and compulsion in subject matter regard-
less of health, interest, ability and acl1ievement.,,2 There 
is not sufficient time for the teacher to give adequate 
attention to the individual needs of her children. 
"In contrast to the public school, the nursery school 
appreciates the need of individual attention to the child 
and offers opportunity for it. It permits only small num-
bers of children per teacher, has no curricul~~ as such, 
and places the personality problems of the individual above 
the program in importance. The nursery school appreciates 
the need for training the whole child and for understanding 
and, to some extent, modifYing the influences that bear upon 
the child outside the school. "3 
Table 4 shows that five of seven of the unimproved 
group at Nursery School remain problems in elementary school. 
Three of seven showing doubtful improvement are still con-
sidered to be problems. Eight, or two-thirds of the children 
considered to be probl.ems in schools in 1946 Came from the 
two groups where it seemed doubtful that they had improved 
at Nursery School. 




ADJUSTMENT OF TWENTY-SIX CHILDREN IN ELEIvIENTARY 
SCHOOLS, 1946, ACCORDIiJG TO DEGREE OF DQ-
PROIlE1'.ENT IN NURSERY SCHOOL, 1939-l942 
Eval.uation of 
School Adjustment Tl Group I ! 
I j 
~ :: 
Total ••• 126; 12 
I ' 
Considered to be a Iro '12: 4 










In view of the unre1iabilities that we have discussed 
at this roothod of study, a later study might reveal more 
objecti ve data through! (l) contact with the home, (2) use., 
ot a control group of children who did not attend nursery 
school, or (3) the method of asking the teachers to rate 
the nursery school child with all the children in the room 
for comparative purposes, rather than to single out the 
nursery school child for an eValuation of behavior as was 
done in thi s study. 
CHAPTER III 
HOME SITUATIONS OF THE CHILDREN 
CHAP'IER III 
HOME SITUATIONS OF TrlE CHILDREN 
This section of the study is devoted to the influence 
of the home as shewn by the child fS behavior at Nursery 
School and in elementary school. 
Social Service Exchange Registration 
Social Service Exchange registrations were checked 
in October, 1946. Table 5 shows the agencies registered 
and the frequency vd th Ybich the registrations appeared. 
Separate classifications or public health agencies and soc-
ial agenci es were made becaus e some of the famili es were 
known to one type of agency and not to the other. Twelve 
familie s had had no co ntac t wi th pu bli c health agenc ies , 
eight were unknown to any sOC ial agency, and seven were un-
known to either type of agency. 
There does not appear to be any real basis for stat-
ing that more children wi th problems come from families with 
frequent social agency registrations, or that the reverse is 
true. However, of- the children who came from families with 
registrations with more than one public health agency, seven 
were in Groups II and III, and four were in Group I. Of' the 
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families registered with more than two social agencies, seven 
were in Groups II and III, and two were in Group I. 
Two children whose families had the most frequent 
social agency clearings. fifteen, (including both health and 
welfare agencies), were found to be problems in elementary 
sChools. The child having the next most frequent number of 
clearings with Social Service Exchange, eleven, was also 
considered to be a problem in elem.entary school. The chil-
dren from the families with the next most frequent social 
and health agency registrations, (ten, nine, seven, and six), 
were not considered to be problems in public schools.· Four 
of the seven children whose families were known to neit her 
soci al agenci es nor health agenc ies, were considered to be 
problems by their eleIlJ9ntary teachers. 
TABLE 5 
SOCIAL SERVICE EXCH.Al~GE REGISTRATION ON THE F.AMILIES OF 
TWENTY-SIX CHILDREN IN EL~vmNTARY SCHOOLS, li46 
-- Social Agenci es 
Agency Registrations Agency Registrations 
Mental Hygiene Clinio •• l5a !Louisville Goodwill Industries 3 
Family Service Organi~on8 jAmerican Red Cross •••••• 3 
Home of the Innocents.. 7 lAid to Dependent Children & 
Munioipal Bureau ot. .. , Aid to Dependent Families. 3 
Social Service. •• 6 INeighborhooQ House Day Care 
Legal Aid Society. • •• 5 I C~nter ............ 2 
Louisville & 'efferson Co. ICity Work~ouse •• e •••••• 1 
Children's lOme. ... 5 ,City Hous~ng Law Div~sion ••• 1 
~uvenile Court • • • •• 4 Federal Correctional Insti-
Children's Agency. • •• 4 tute, Ashland, Ky ••••• 1 
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TABLE 5 (CONTINUED) 
Public Health Agencies 
Agency Agency Regis trati ons Reglstratlons~ 
1\ 
ilt Loui sville General Hospi tal-Visi tlng Nurse Association 11 
Childrents Free Hospital •• 6 
Louisville & Jefferson Co. 
Hea1th Department ••••• 5 
Marital Status of Parents 
I Department of Psychiatry. .3 
II LoU! sville General Hospi tal-
!! Social Service Department .3 
I, 
i! 
Table 6 is concerned with the parent's marital sta-
tus. The findings here are significant only as the study 
in 1~46 brings out that all, with one exception, of the 
children who came from broken hames, are considered to be 
problems by their teachers at the time of the follow-up. 
All of the parents who were divorced or widowed when the 
children were in Nursery School have married again. The 
child whose :tather was separated from his fami ly is in the 
home of a maternal aunt because his mother died two years 
ago, ani the rather refused to take the responsibility for 
his children. 
The one exception, who is not considered a problem 
in e1ementary schools, was living with his mother and step-
father while in Nursery School and the mother and step-
father were able to receive some help from thei~ clinic 
contact in the parent-child relationship, so that the child 




MARITAL STATUS OF PAREt'iI)B OF TviENTY-SIX CHILDREN 
ATTENDING NURSERY SCHOOL, 1939 - 1942 
Children 
Mari tal Status I 
Total; Group I Group ; II Group 
Total. • 26 12 7 7 
Married 
• • • • • 
20 9 6 5 
Divoroed. • • • .' 1 1 0 0 Separated • • • e; 1 0 0 1 
Nidowed • • • • 
·1 4 2 1 1 
Sooio Eoonomio Leve1 of Parents 
III 
The children were distributed fairly evenly accord-
ing to socio-economic level of their families. Table 7 
shows that four of Group I came rrom families with a com-
fortable standard of living, fcur came from families of 
average means, and four came from families of a low econo-
mic level. No children of this group came f"rom families 
dependent on relief. Of Groups II and III, six were from 
comfortable families, two trom average families, two from 
poor families and four from families dependent on relief. 
The classification of comfortable standard of living 
includes both professional and clerical occupations. The 
four protessional fathers included one dentist, one doctor, 
and two lawyers. The clerical profession consisted of an 
insurance auditor, owner of a wholesale establishment, mana-
ger of an automotive store, a salesman, and a grocery store 
owner. 
In the average standard of living group, there was 
a grocery owner, a WPA clerical worker, and a clerk in a 
factory stock roo~. The skilled laborers included a fac-
tory foreman, boiler-room engineer, and a fireman. 
The l~l economic level group included unskilled la-
borers, janitors, and those doing other manual labor jobs. 
Three of the four families on relief were receiving finan-
cial aid from Family Service Organization. One mother was 
receiving a grant from Aid to Dependent Children. 
TABLE 7 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVEL OF THE PARENTS OF TivENTY-





Tot! Group I q.roup II Group 
Total. • 26 12 ? ? 
Comfortable Livins 
Professional • • 4 2 0 2 
Clerical • • • • 6. 2 3 I 
Average 
Clerical • • • • 3 2 1 0 Skilled Labor. • 3· 2 0 1 
Poor 
Unskilled Labor. 6 4 I 1 
Dependent on Relief 4 1 0 2 2 
III 
Of the ten children from comfortable homes, three 
of them are considered to be problems in elementary school. 
One of the six children of average home is considered a pro-
blem, and eight of the ten children of poor and dependent 
homes are considered problems at the time of the follow-up 
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study. The basis for the socio-economic level in elemen-
tary school was the same as that of Table 7, or as the homes 
were at the time of the child's attendance in Nursery School, 
so we can question the validity of this data in consideration 
of the changing economic conditions from l~3~ - 1~46. 
A similar study of the relation between socia-economic 
level and children t s behavi or was done at the Washington 
Child Guidance Clinic. A group of fifty children from homes 
of high economic level who had been referred to the clinic 
were studied with a control group of fifty children from 
dependent homes from the same source. 1 The types of problems 
presented by these one hundred children were grouped as: 
(1) habit problems, (2) aggressive personality problems, 
(3) submissive personality~ and (4) educational difficulties. 
Since the problems in our study of twenty-six children were 
classified similarly in Table 21, we can compare our results 
with the ~iashington study. 
TABLE 8 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVEL OF T~iEHTI-SIX CEILDREN BY 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS 
Type s of Problems 
Socio-Economic Level--------------~--------------------~ 
Tot; Aggressive Withdrawing' Classlrom Habit 
Total. • l53 68 44 31 10 
Comf'ortable. • • • 49'. 25 8 11 Average. • • • • • 21: 7 7 6 
Poor and Dependent ; 83\ 36 29 14 j i 
lCecila Pisula, "Behavior Problems of Children from 
H~h and Low Socio-Economic Groups", Mental Hygiene, XXI, 





The findings of this study agree wi th those of' the 
Washington study in that the high and low socio-economic 
groups were much alike in the distribution of' occurrence 
of faulty hsbits. In that study, the dependent group 
showed twice as many aggressive problems than the com-
f'ortable group showed. 
Our study dif't'ers f'rom the Viiashington study with 
regard to the number of submissive traits and number of' 
educational dif'ticulties. Their study found a greater 
nqmber of submissive traits in children from comfortable 
than in dependent children. Children from the more com-
fortable homes showed more school maladjustments. This 
difference might be due to the fact that more problem 
children in our study were found in the poor and depen-
dent group; thus this group, even though it has the same 
number of children as the cOm1'ortable group, presents 
eighty-three total problems as against the comfortable 
group's t'orty-nine total problems. It is not known whet-
her this was true ot: the Washington study. 
Other Features in the Home Situation 
Other features in the home situation that appear to 
be worth mentioning inasmuch as they affect the child's 
adjustment in Nursery School were not recorded consis-
tently throughout. They were recorded only as they were 
brought out by the mother in her c~inic interviews. 
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In Group I there was record made of only one case of 
marital difficulties, whereas in Groups II and III, marital 
difficulties were brought out in four cases. Occurrences 
of unstable parents were recorded two times for Group I and 
six times for Groups II and III. Both marital difficulties 
and unstable parents affected Mickey's behavior in Nursery 
School: 
Mickey's father has an ungovernable temper; 
he drinks heavily; gambles; and is abusive to 
MiCkey, the two other children and his wife. 
MiCkey imitates his father's infantile behav-
ior of sho\nng irritation without inhibition. 
He was the middle child. His older brother 
was his father's favorite; his youn@9r brother 
was his mother's favorite. MiCkey's sense of 
deprivation and rejection by his parents was 
great. Mr. Nt Mickey's father, had difficulty 
managing on his earnings due to his and his 
wife's constant illnesses am a consequent 
accumulation of debt. Mrs. N. displayed 
religious fanaticism and Mr. N.' s behavior was 
in rebellion against this. 
Mrs. N. reacted to the conflict in the 
home by spending most of' the ti me in bed, 
complaining of being nervous and in poor health. 
The children t s reaction to the strain and ten-
sion in the home was to vie for their parent's 
attention with misbehavior, to tattle on each 
other, or carry tales from one parent to the 
other. At Nursery School, Mickey showed a 
confusion of fact and fantasy. was highly dis-
tractible and hyperactive. He displayed tem-
per tantrums, sibling rivalry, and was unable 
to get along with other children. His ability 
to concentrate on his work varied with the 
emotional upsets at home. 
Parents having an education below the eighth grade 
occurred four times in Group I, six times in Groups II and 
III. Mention or- crowded quarters oc curred once for Group 
I and three times for the other two groups. Instances of' 
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both parents wolking occurred twice for Group I and three 
times for Groups II and III. 
This is an illustration of how illness in the home 
affected the child: 
Jean Came from a home INhere a younger 
sister was a feeble-minded invaliu, requir-
ing al~ of her mother's attention and Care. 
She had a brain atrophy from birth injuries, 
was poor in coordination, was unable to talk, 
walk or be t rained in any vlay, an d had fre-
quent seizures. The mother was ill, nervous, 
moody, cried easily, had body tremors and heart 
fl.utter ings" and was bewildered by responsi-
bilities. Jean began to imitate her sister's 
infantile behavior to gain attention. She was 
nervous, restl.ess, and unable to get along with 
other children. Following the feeble-minded 
childts committment to an institution outside 
of the home, thin.gs became easier for everyone 
at home, and Jean, almost miraculously made a 
better adjustment at Nursery School and home, 
as soon as she began to get more attention 
from her parents. 
In all of the cases where mention. was made of the 
father having an education belovl the eighth grade, his 
occupation was that of a manual laborer, or he was unable 
to find work at all. It was brought out in Table 7, supra, 
page 29, that four-fifths of the children from poor or 
dependent homes were considered problems in elementary 
schools, so we see that, indirectly, limited eduoation of 
the father has a detrimental effect upon the child's school 
adjustment. 
A. direct effect of crowded quarterJJ was seen in the 
case of Diana's Nursery School adjustment: 
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The family of six was 1 iv ing in one ro om 
and the children Qould get no sleep until their 
parents went to bed and the lights were out. 
Diana was tired, listless, irritable, and showed 
a lack of proper rest. One day she came to 
school so tired that she could not play because 
of lack of sleep the night before. 
The e~fect of both parents working: 
Two little girl s had to miss Nursery School 
when their family had an economic set-back, 
and the mother had to help the father in their 
business. Because of the parentts working hours 
there was no one to take the children to Nur-
sery School and call for them in the middle of 
the afternoon. They had to drop out of school 
before much improvement was seen. 
Another effect of both parents working was seen in problems 
resulting in the parent-child relationship due to the mo-
ther's anxiety and guilt feelings about neglecting the child. 
Evaluation of Home by Elementary Teacher 
It was found th at the teachers of th e chi ldren in the 
follow-up in May-June, 1946 knew very little about the chil-
dren t s homes as compared with the knowledge that the Nursery 
School teacher had available of the home conditions. With 
the present heavy load that teachers are required to carry, 
they have little opportunity to know much about the life of 
the child outside the classroom. The policy in the public 
school is that the visiting teacher contact the home only 
if the child is a discipline or attendance problem. The 
visiting teacher and teacher do not always have an oppor-
tunity to disouss together what information each has re-
garding the child. 
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Five of the teachers knew nothing at all of the 
Child's home. Fi~ others made general statements about 
the home: "Parents cooperative (or nice)", "Mother seems 
interested in child's getting school work", or "Seems to be 
happy home". 
An evaluation of the teacher's comments regarding 
the home situations of the children revealed that six chil-
dren came rrom good home situations, or situations where 
the teacher knew of no unfavorable conditions for the child's 
school adjustment. The followi~ illLustrates the 'teacher's 
evaluations of @Dod home situations: 
"Mary's mother is interested in the school, 
active in the Parent Teacher Association, and 
very nice to work with as a parent. She talks 
with the teacher very often about how Mary is 
getting along in school. It seems to be a very 
happy family." 
"Virginia and Rebecca came from a very 
happy home. The mother shows a great interest 
in Virginia and her younger sister at school. 
They are deprived or nothing for their hap-
piness." 
Ten of the children, a~cording to the teacher's 
knowledge of the home situation, came from homes where con-
ditions v/ere mown to be having an unfavorable effect upon 
the child' s behavior at schoolo The following are examples: 
"Sal.l.y knows she can get what she wants 
at home, so she antagonizes both parents until 
she gets it. She has severe temper tantrums, 
destroys clothing, and throws dishes. vVhen 
Sally annoys her, her mother cries, becomes 
nauseated, and gives in to Sally. The father 
was difficult to get along with and left the 
home last year. II 
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"George's parents have marital diffi-
culties and this keeps him upset. The father 
has lost several jobs because of his ungov-
ernable temper. The mother has convulsions 
and has spent several months on a ward for 
mental patients. She says that she feel.s 
so helpless and is unable to do much for 
George." 
Table 9 shows that none of the six children coming 
from good home situat ians are considered problems by their 
elementary school teachers. Three of the ten children about 
whom nothing is known are considered problems by their ele-
mentary teachers. Nine of ten children coming from poor 
home conditions are considered problems in elementary school. 
Even though little is known about the homes of the 
children at the time of the fol1o\¥-up study, it is evident 
from what little is known. that where t he home is malad-
justed, the child reflects this maladjustment in school. 
TABLE 9 
EVALUA'l'ION OF lliE HOlVIE SITUA1'ION OF Tv~·ENTY-SIX llURSERY tlCROOL 
CHILDREN AT TIME OF '1'1"2: FOLLOW-UP STUDY ACCORDING 
TO THEIR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADJUsr .. L':MENT 
Evaluation of Home 
i ! Adju~Jment i Adjuf~ent! Adju!tment 
Group I I Group II I Group III 
!Tot I Good i Poor 
, I 
Total.. 26 
Good Home Situation. 6 
Poor Rome Situation. 10 
Nothing Known • • • • ) 10 
8 4 
3 II 0 o 1 
5 I 3 
Good L Poor I GoOd. 
2 : 5 4 i 
2 a 1 
o 5. 1 








CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHILDREN 
CHAPTER IV 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHILDREN 
A.s.e of the Children 
As shown in Table 10, the children ranged in age 
from 2i to 6~ years at the time of their Nur sery School 
a ttendance. All of the children except two were in the age 
range of three to five. One boy, 2~, was allowed to come 
to school with this older sister. Another boy, 6~, was 
entered in Nursery School because he could not adjust to 
kindergarten. Both boys are considered serious pr oblems in 
elementary schools today. Three of the ten children in the 
age range of three to four during Nursery School attendance 
are considered to be problems to their elementary school 
teachers. Seven of fourteen children aged four to five years 
at Nursery School are problems in ele~entary schools. 
This finding is not a significant one. However, 
Ackerson, in Children's Behavior Problems, found in a study 
of 4,592 children aged 0 - 17 years \mo were examined at a 
behavior cliniC, that the average number of behavior problems 
per child increased with age up to about twelve years, beyond 
which there was a decrease. l 
lLuton Ackerson, QPjl,.,dren'i Behavior)?roblems, Chicago: 
The University of Chic~o l'ii9l, 931}~ p.206. 
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At elementary school, the children's ages ranged 
from seven to e~even years. An e qual number of problem chil-
dren with a total of seventy-five (75) problems were in the 
group of twelve children whose ages were below ten, as were 
in the number of fourteen children showing a total of seventy-
eight (78) problems who were ten and eleven. 
TABLE 10 
AGE _"r.I' EN'.:'RANCE OF '1.\iEKTY-SIX GHILDnEN ATTENDING NlJRSERY 
SCHOOL, 1939-1942, BY SEX 
1 ! 
Age 
I Sex of ; Sex of i Sex of 
! Group I \ Group II proup III 
ITot 1 Male I Female 'Male !Female! Male: Female 
Total. 
Under 3 years. • • 
3 years under 4. • 
4 years under 5. • 5 years and over • 






I I' I " , ' 
!' , l 
I 26! ! I \ 5 7, 2 5 
i l! 0 O! 1 0 
I 10 i 3 4 f 0 2 
i I ! ! 14
1











By sex, there was an even distribution of males and 
females in the total group - thirteen males and thirteen fe-
males. By droppint, the division between the last two groups, 
there are eight males and six females in the group showing 
doubtful improv4Im8J;1.t; and five males and seven females in 
the improved grou p. 
Four of eight males are considered problems in the 
doubtful group; While three of five males in the improved 
group at Nursery School -..are cons idered problems in elementary 
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school. Four of six girls in the doubtful ~roup at Nur-
sery School continue to be problems in elementary school, 
while only one of seven girls in the improved .Nursery 
School group is a problem in elementary school. Seven of 
thirteen boys are problems, and five of thirteen girls are 
considered problems in schools at the time of the follow-
up study in 1946. 
In iVickman's study of children's behavior and teac-
her's attitudes, behavior problems were observed by the 
teachers to occur more frequently in boys than in girls. 
An average of nearly ten problems was found per boy and 
six problems per girl. Our study brought out in elemen-
tary schools, sixty-six total problems of the thirteen 
girls, or an average of five problsms per girl. The boy's 
group had a total of eighty-seven problems or almost seven 
problems per boy. 
"The only type of probJLem in which the girl s sur-
passed the boys (in Wickman f s study) was in the rating of 
over-sensitiveness. Shyness was reported with the same 
frequency for boys and girls. In the manifestation of all 
the other forms of behavior problems the boys led, usually 
wi tb. a co nsid erab1e mar gin. ,,1 
In our group of thirteen boys and thirteen girls, 
the boys presented more problems than girls except in the 
lWickman, Op, Cit., p.45. 
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fo110wing cases: girls were reported to be defiant in 
three cases, boys in one; girls tattled four times, boys 
three; girls were shy five times, boys four; girls day-
dreamed five times, boys three; four girls were meticu-
lous, no boys were meticulous; and two girls had nervous 
tics, no boys presented this problem. 
According to "Uckman, "teachers prefer the les s ac-
tive, more comp]ent behavior of girls to the more aggres-
sive, independent behavior of boYS".l This may account for 
the fact that boys are considered to show more problems 
than girls in the elementary SChools. 
As shown in Table 11, our stUdy shows that boys pre-
sented fifteen more aggressive problems and six more with-
drawing problems than girls. The two sexes showed practi-
cally the same number of' habi t and classroom problems. 
TABLE 1l 
SEX OF 'IWENTY-SIX CHILDREN IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BY 




Female. • • 
Types gf Problems 
ITotall Aggre s si ve I Wi thdrawing IClassroom Habit 
! i 1 
.1 l53 I 67 44 32 10 
.1 87 41 25 l5 6 ~ 66 26 19 l7 4 
There is not a great dea1 of difference in the pro-
blems shown by the two sexes as brought out in this study. 
This might be due to any number of unknown factors which 
l Ibid., p.78 
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must be borne in mind throughout tbe study, such as the 
small number involved in the study, the subjectivity of 
the evaluation of the children's behavior, etc. 
Position in ]'amily Group 
As to number of siblings in the families of the twen~y 
six children, six were only children, eight had one sibling, 
ten had two siblings, and two came from a family of four 
children. An analysis of the position of these children 
among their siblings in Table 12 reveals that ten of the 
group of twelve showing improvement were only children, or 
the youngest, and two of the rourteen or doubtful improvement 
were in the same cat egory. 
In elementary school, all four children in Group I 
who were considered problems were only children or the 
youngest. Three of four only or youngest children in Groups 
II and III are considered problems by their elementary school 
teachers. The two findings are contradictory; however, 
the elementary school data may not be reliable in considera-
tion of the lack of knowledge of later births in the family. 
TABLE 12 
POSITION IN J'AIilLY GROUP OF T,iENTY-SIX CHILDREN 
ATTENDING NuRSERY SCHOOL, 1939-1942 
PosJt1on $eng Siblings .. Tot ~roup I Group II Group 
Tota1-. • 26 12 7 7 
Only Child •• • • • • • 6 5 1 0 Oldest Child. • • • • • 6 1 3 2 Middle Child. • • ••• 5 1 1 3 
Second Child (of four). 1 0 1 0 




An attempt is made in Table 13 to present an evalua-
tion of the child's physical condition. The basis for 
judging the physical condition is purely subjective in both 
school. situations - it is based on (1) teacher's evaluation, 
or (2) mother's statement. In addition, elementary school 
teachers had a health record, giving data from physical 
examinations. Although, physical examinations were given 
to each ahild upon entrance to Nursery School, no recorded 
physical data was available at the clinic. 
The classification of good physical condition in-
cludes children where the general development was good and 
no serious diseases of physical handicaps exist to affect 
the child's behavior. Also considered was: Is the Child 
act1 ve physi.cal.ly? Are there many absence s from sChool 
due to colds? How does the child compare in size to 
other children his age? If conditions of poor nourish-
ment, lack of rest, frequent colds or sore throats, defects 
of posture were evident, the child was considered in average 
physical condition. The classification of poor health in-
cluded children with physical defects or cases of severe 
conditions of malnutrition, lack of proper physical care 
seen to affect the child's ganeral development. 
None of the children classified as being in good phy-
sical condition were considered to be problems in elemen-
tary school. There wer~ no children considered in poor 
health in Group I ei ther in Nursery School or elementary school. 
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TABLE 13 
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF T;wENTY-SIX CHILDREN ATTENDING NURSERY 
SCHOOL .ACCORDING TO ADJUSTMENT 'THERE AND IN 
ELEMENl'ARY SCHOOLS J 1~46 
Irotl Nurse~y , School Tot iElementary Schoo 
1 
Physical Condition < ~ : ! l I 11 1 ~ , II 1111 { I ~ II III 
J 
, 
: 1 I , 
'J ! 
Total. 26]12 , 7 : 7 26 j 12 7 7 • 1 
Good. 
, 
61 I : 
i. 
• • • • • • • .1 3 j 0 , 3 71 6 1 0 Average • • • • • 
-I 11 
6 I 1 i 2 15 ! 6 4 5 Poor. • • • • 
-
• 0 I 5 ' 2 i 4 0 I 2 2 Nothing Recorded. .~ 3 l 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 .\ , i 
The differences in the ratings of physical condition 
at Nursery School and elementary school could be due to 
(1) subjectivity of the teachers' evaluations, or {2} a 
change in the child's condition. 
1 
A comparative study of a nursery-school versus a non-
nursery-school group was carried on in the Franklin and 
Winnetka public school nurseries by the Elizabeth McCormick 
Memorial Fund and the Pre-School Department of the Illinois 
Institute for Juvenile Research. General medical examina-
tions were given by the same pediatrician at the beginning 
and at the close of the school session to see whether those 
children at tending nur sery school were in better physical 
condition than their' control group who did not attend nur-
serysohool. "On summarizing the medical examinations, 
the nursery school group seems to be in slightly better 
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condition than t'he control group, but the differences are 
too small to be significant."l 
A study made by Paynter and Blanchard of the Educa-
tional Achievement of Problem Children reaches the con-
clusion from studying physical. condition that "apparently, 
our children with personality and behavior difficulties 
show no undue number of physical defects. n2 
From a comparison of these studies of physical con-
di ti ons of children, it seems that we can reach no conclu-
sion whether or not children presenting more behavior pro-
blems than others have a less desirable physical condition. 
IQ of the Children 
Table 14 shows the distribution of children in nur-
sery and e1ementary sChools by IQ. The scores used here 
are thooe made on the first psychological tests at Nur-
sery School. The revised Stanford-Binet Intelligence, 
Forms L and M were used. No significant findings are 
revealed in an analysis of the second test scores. Six 
children made a IOVl.er score on the second test, two made 
the same score, eight improved in score from I - 10, and 
six improved from 10 - 20 points in IQ.. t?The considerable 
lKawin, ep. Cit., p.3l. 
2Richard Paynter and Phyllis Blanchard, A study of 
Educational Achievement of Problem Children, {New York: 
The Commonwe al th Fund, 1929} t p. 29 • 
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rise in I~ in so many instances does not mean that the 
children's intelligence was increased, but would seem to 
indicate that when a child's emotional problems are worked 
out or lessened, he is better able to use the innate po-
tentiali ties he has. ,,1 
IQ tests are given in elementary schools only in 
cases where a serious maladjustment of the child indicates 
a need tor one. The Otis General Intelligence Test is 
given to all children in the sixth grade; however, 5-A 
was the highest grade achieved by any of our twenty-six 
children. Therefore, there is no basis for comparison 
of I~ scores with elementary school tests. 
TABLE 14 
IQ,tS OF T~iENTY-SIX CHILDREN IN I\T(JRSERY SCHOOL, 
1939 - 1942 
I~ Tota~ Group I I Group II; Group III i 
T 
Total. • 26 
I 
12 7 7 
80 
-
89 • • • • 2 0 0 2 
90 - 99 .. .. • ., 6 :3 2 1 
100 109. 5 1 2 2 1 
- • • • I 
110 - 119. • • • 4 2 1 1 
120 
-
129. • • • 7 4 2 ! 1 
130 & Over .. • • 2 1 0 I 1 I 
I 
In Groups I and II, the children showing problems 
in elementary schools tend to have lower than average or 
higher than average IQ.'s. However, the contrary is true 
IMlldred Rerritield, "Second Year study of Mental 
Hygiene Clinic Nursery School Children", Louisville, Ky., 
June, 1942. (Unpublished Report) 
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in Group III - those showing lower than average and one 
showing higher than average IQ,' s are not problems in e1e-
mentary school. Five of the children considered to be 
problems came from the group with IQ,ts below 100; three 
problem children came from the group with IQ,'s 100 - 119 
and four came from the group with IQ,'s 120 and over. 
An analysis of the types of problems is shown in 
Table 15. Eight ohildren are in the group with IQ,'s below 
100, nine have an IQ, 100 - 119, and nine have an I~ of 
120 and over. 
TABLE 15 
IQ. OF rr',iENTY-SIX CHILDREN IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BY 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS 
IQ. jTot! .Aggres s1 ve Problems vi'ithdraw1ng' O.1assroDm 6a.bi t 
I 
Total. .153 57 I 44 ! 32 10 Below 100 • • 49 20 18 ~ 7 4 
100 - 119 • • ~~I 24 15 I 11 1 120 & Over. • 20 10 ! 14 5 I 
.--
The average group, 100 - 119, shows more aggres-
sive problems than the other groups. The group with 
I~ts below 100 shows more problems of a withdrawing 
nature and those with an IQ, of 120 and above show fewer 
wi thdrawing problems. More problems that oonfl iot with 
olassroom requirements are shown by the g roup with an 
above-average IQ. and few probl-ems of this nature are 
shown by those with a below-average I~. The group with 
an above-average I~ shows more habit problems than the 
other group s. 
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In measuring total behavior problems, the below-
average group presents forty-nine, the above-average group 
presents forty-nine, and the average group shows the grea-
test number of problems, fifty-five. 
Ethel Kawin's study of a nursery-school versus a non-
nursery-school group revealed that "according to the re-
suIts on t.he Merrill-Palmer Scale, both groups made an 
apparent gain in mental growth between the fall and spring 
psychologic al te sts, bu t there was no di:tferenc·e between 
the nursery-school group and the control group in the 
amount of' their re spe cti ve gains. ,,1 
Paynter and Blanchard t s study of 167 problem chil-
dren in Los Angeles revealed that there were more problem 
children having I~'s from 90 - 109. The next greatest 
number of problem children occurred in the group with an 
IQ, from 80 - 89 t and the numbers of ch ildren vvi th prob lems 
deoreased gradually from IQ,t s of 110 to 130 and over.2 
Ackerson concluded in his study that "among younger 
children of both sexes aged 5 - 12.9 years, behavior pro-
blems increased markedly with IQ. level up to about 119 I~, 
beyond which there was probably some decrease.,,3 
As was true in the comparison of studies of the phy-
sical conditions of children, we find a variance in the 
results or these several correlations of IQ and behavior 
problems in children. Several factors contribute to the 
1 Kawin, 0p.Cit., p.49~ 2Paynter & Blanchard, £p.Cit.,l~ 
3Ackerson, Op.Cit., p.25l. 
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confusion in this area - the imperfection of psycholo-
gical tests, the difference in methods used in the 
various studies, and the probably' difference in the tests 
used to obtain the IQ's. The general trend, however, in 
an analysis of the studies seems to be for behavior pro-
blems to be less frequent in the above-average group of 
I~'s in children, although the studies do not agree on 
scores of above-average. The average I~ group seems to 
be the maximum level for behavior problems with decreases 
in both directions. 
School Achievement 
According to Table 16, four children were making low 
grades and were considered problems. One of these had an 
above- average 14:" one average, and two below-average. 
Seven of the seventeen children mak;:ing average grades were 
oonsidered problems. Three of these had a high IQ., one 
average, and three below-average. One of the five chil-
dren making above-average grades was considered to be a 
problem with an average I~. 
It is well to bear in mind, however, at this point, 
that the goal of the e1 ementary school te aeher is scholas-
tic achievement, and to her the most serious problem would 
be the child who failed to meet this requirement and makes 
low grades. It is to be expected that this fact will play 
a big part in the teacherts evaluations of problem children. 
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TABLE 16 
SCHOOL ACHIEVID;iENT OF 'rivEN TY-SIX OHILDREN 
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 1946 
Grades ~otal Group I Group II Group 
Total 26 12 7 7 
• 
Low. 
• • • 4 1 3 0 Average. 
• 17 8 3 6 High • • • 5 3 1 1 
III 
In an attempt to learn the grade placement of the 
children in relation to their age, a scale was use con-
sidering 6i the average age for beginning the first grade, 
seven for I-A, 7i for 2-B, eight for 2-A, etc. l By the 
use of this scale, five children were below their grade, 
three at their grade, and seventeen above their grade. 
This classification of grade placement doesnot mean 
much when it is realized that only two children co nsidered 
below their grade were more than a half-grade below. The 
four other children considered below their grade lind seven-
teen above their grade varied from their grade according 
to age by only one-half grade which might indicate a dif-
ference due to the ti me of year that the children had 
birthdays. 
Term of Stay in NurserY School 
As shown in Table 17, ten of Group I attended Nursery 
School longer than f our months. Three of Group II were 
in Nursery School for the same period of time. All of 
Group III attended for four months or longer. 
1paynter and B1a~chard, Ope Cit., p.17. 
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TABLE 17 
TERM OE' STAY OF T~wEHTY-SIX CHILDREN IN NURSERY 
SCHOOL, 1939-1942 
1 
Term ot stay!Tot 
I 
Total! 26 
One Month. .1 1 
Two Months • 4 
Four Months. 1 
Five Months. 3 
Six Months • 2 Seven Matths. 3 
E~t Months. 8 
Over • • • • 4 
I 
Proup 
! ! 12 I 0 
I 2 








Group II I Group III 
I I 7 ! 7 1 0 ~ 





One of the two children in Group I attending for two 
months is considered a problem in elementary schools. 
Three of the four children in Group II attending for four 
months or less are considered problems in school at the 
time of the follow-up. The one child not considered a 
problem of these four in Group II attended Nursery school 
tor four month s. In summary, two-thirds of t he children 
attending Nursery School four roonths or less are problems 
in el er.mentary school. Two-fifths of' the children attend-
ing more than four months are problems in elementary 
school. 
Little or no correlation was found between the ther-
apy, or number of interviews at the clinic, with the mo-
ther and child and the childts improvement at Nursery 
School-or adjustment at elementary school. Probably, 
the major confusing issue in any correlation was that the 
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oontrol ohildren, or at least the oontrol ohildren show-
ing feN problems and oonsidered to be adjusted in Nursery 
School, and their mothers did not have any therapy at the 
olinio. This would aocount for the number of ohildren, 
who, although they had no therapy, were not considered to 
be problems. Then, also the reverse Was true that the 
children showing the most problems and their mothers were 
seen at the olinic for more intensive treatment, although 




BEHAVIOR OF 'IRE CHILDREN 
CHAPTER V 
BEHAVIOR OF THE CHILDREN 
Relationship With Other Children 
It was found that, as in the case of the evaluation 
of physical condition, the relationship with other chil-
dren was distributed somewnat differently in elementary 
school than in Nursery School. Again, a di fference of 
opinion in the teachers' evaluations or a difference in 
the children's relationships with other children in the 
two school settings. could accoant tor much of the vari-
ance. These two factors should be borne in mind in con-
sidering Table 18. 
TABLE 18 
RELATI ONSHIP WI 'Ill OTHER <JrlILDREK OF T~iEl.~TY -SIX CHILDREN 
ACCORDING '1'0 l'JURSERY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, 1~3~-
1~42, AND ELElvIE1.TT.~Y SCHOOL, 1~46 
~ot! Nursery /' I Relationship School ,!Tot! Elementary School • 
,I II III :: i I III 
Total. .1 26\ 12 1, 26 i , ? ? 12 I ? 7 h I I' 31 r Leader ••••• 1 7 4 3 0 I': 1 i 1 1 • • i ! 
Popular, Not Leader. 111 6 0 5 l' 111 7 i 1 3 I, 
"Gets Along Alright" 3 1 1 1 1 U ?! 4 I 1 2 31 0 " 51 Disliked • • • • • .' 2 1 /1 0 t 4 1 
.j , Nothing Known. 2k 1 1 0 [l 0 j 0 0 • • II 0, ~ 2 
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Two of the four children in Group I that were con-
sidered to be leaders in Nursery School and the two out 
of six thought to be popular in Nursery School are con-
sidered problem children in elementary schools. In Group 
II, two of three leaders, one who "got along alright tf, 
one of two disliked, and one about whom nothing was re-
corded are problems in schools at the time of the follow-
up. Two of the five popular children and one considered 
to get along alright in Group II at Nursery School are 
problems in 1946. 
There is a definite relationship with the elementary 
school teaCher's evaluation of the children being disliked 
by others and their being problem children. The four dis-
liked in Group II and the one disliked in Group III are 
considered by their teachers to be problems in the class-
room. On the other hand, the three children reported as 
leaders in elementary schools are not considered to be 
problems, and nine of the eleven considered popular are 
not thought to be problems by their teachers. This might 
show a tendency on the part of the teachers in the follow-
up study to rate children as leaders if they are no pro-
blem and to consider them dislikf'(1 ~y thp other children 
if the teachers themselves think they are a problem. 
An analYsis of the types of problans shown in corre-
lation with the childrents relationships with others re-
veals that, according to the elementary school teacher's 
7. 
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evaluation, the children who are considered leaders or 
popular wit h others present fewer problems of all types 
except habit problans than children reported to ttget along 
alright n or "disliked". Fourteen children, "leaders n, or 
"popular", presented a total of fifty-five problems. 
Twelve children, who ttgot along alright" or were "disliked" 
presented a total of ninety-eight problems. 
Types of Problems 
The types of problems as they were recorded in Nursery 
School are sho'Wll in Table 19. They were divided into the 
three groups as: aggressive, withdrawing, and habit pro-
blems. This classification was made because (1) these 
three groups are easier to handle than the many unclassi-
fied problems, and (2) this division seems a natural one 
as these three types of problems manifest thanselves in 
distinctly differen t ways. People have come to think: of 
those children with withdrawing behavior as being "good", 
and Children behaving aggressivel.y are labelled as "bad". 
However, in some cases, there is a relationship between 
the two in that undesirable aggressive behavior is used 
by individuals to cover up their fundamental feelings of 
insecuri ty.l It appeared that habit problems do not 
occur consistently in either aggressive or shy individuals. 
lWickman, Ope Cit., p.40. 
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Table 20 lists the types of problems as reported dis-
played by the children in elementary school by their tea-
ohers. The list of problems in elementary school is dif-
ferent from the list in Nursery Sohool because (1) the 
children's problems are not the same at ages seven and 
one-half to eleven as they were at three and four, and 
(2) the elementary school teacher ordinarily does not know 
of all of the problems that the Nursery School teacher knew 
about - for example - eating and sleeping habits, enuresis, 
sibling rivalry, and parent-ohild relationship problems. 
The list in Table 20 of elementary school problems 
differs somewhat from the problems listed on the schedulel 
as (I) some characteristics, not problems, of behavior such 
as being friendly, truthful, polite, having few or many 
friends, being interested in school work were found to be 
meaningless in the study. The teachers considered all 
twenty-six children to be friendly, truthful, and all ex-
cept one to be polite. I'-hen the children were thought to 
be unhapP.r, that was noted in the group of withdrawing pro-
blems, and the one rude child was considered in the aggres-
sive group. (2) Teachers did not respond at all to some 
of the problems on the schedule - dis-honest, steal, ob-
scene behavior, sissy or tomboy, and response to opposite 
sex. (3) The habit problems, tics, speech difficulties, 
and nail biting were not included on the schedule, but 
were recorded as they were brought out by the teacher. 




TYPES OF IROBLEMS OF TWENTY-SIX CHILDREN .ATTENDING rJlJRSZRY 
SCHOOL, 1939-1942 
Types of Problems Tot 
Total 176 
Aggressive Problems 163 II 
Bid for Attention. • • !ll 
Temper Tantrums •••• III 
Negative, Disobedient. j 9 
Unab~e to Enjoy Others I 6 
Hyperaoti ve, Distra ct.1..ble; 5 
Sibling Rivalry. • • • I 5 
Spoiled. • • • • • • • r 4 
Nhines • • • • • • •• 4 
Bullys, Annoys Others. 3 
Irritable. • • • • •• 2 
Self-Centered, Selfish 2 
Defiant,Resents ~riR4 1 
Withdrawing Problems \79 
Over-Dependent on ~ts!lO 
Shy, Timid • • • • • • ilO 
Crying Spells. • • • • I 9 
Fearfu~... • • • • •• 8 
Inseoure • • • • • •• 6 
Passive, No spontaneity 6 
Over-Anxious, Tense.. 5 
Unable to Care for Self 4 
Sulks, Pouts, Sullen. 4 
Lack of Confidence. • 4 
Thought to be Dull. • 4 
Depressed, Unhappy. • 3 
Listless. • • • •• • 2 
Nervous • • • • • • • 2 
i Day Dreaming. • • • • I 1 
Confusion of FtJ:)t &tfan-! 
aay' 1 ! 
Enuresis • • • • • • • I 9 
Speeoh Difficulties •• i 8 
Eating Diffioulty. • • I 7 
Sleeping Difficulty. • ',i 3 
MastUJbation. • • • •• 3 
Nail Biting. • • • • • I 2 
Nervous Tic. • • • ., 1 


















































































































































TYPES OF PROBLEMS CF :ewENTY-SIX CHILDHEN IN ELEMEW.rARY 
SCHOOLS, MAY-.TUNE, 1946 
Types of Problems I Group II Group III 
Total. • 40 69 44 
Behavior in Class 32 11 16 6 
Careless in Work • • 11 3 5 3 
Inattentive. • • • • 10 2 6 2 Failure to Study • • 7 2 4 1 Meticulous • • • • • 4 4 0 0 
Aggressive Behavior 87 11 32 24 
Restless • • • • • • 17 6 4 7 Temper Outbursts • • 9 0 4 5 
Tattling •• • • • • 7 2 3 2 
~uarre1some. • • • • 7 1 3 3 
Attracts Attention • 6 0 4 2 
Stubborn • • • • • • 5 0 3 2 
Defiant. • • • • • • 4 0 3 1 Meddlesome • • • • • 3 1 2 0 
Resists Discipline • 2 0 2 0 
Domineering. • 
· 
• • 2 1 0 1 Selfish. • • 
· 
.. • • 2 0 1 1 
Carries Grudges. • • 1 0 1 0 Critical of Others • 1 0 1 0 
Rude • • • • • • • • l' 1 0 1 0 
Withdrawing Behavior ·44 12 21 11 
Shy and Withdrawing. 9 5 2 2 
Day and Dreaming • • 8 2 5 1 SUlky or Sullen. • • 7 1 4 2 Cowardly or Fearful. 5 2 2 1 
Discouraged Easily • 5 0 3 2 
Over-sensitive • • • 5 0 3 2 
Cri~s Easily • • • • 3 2 1 0 
Unhappy. • • • • • • 2 0 1 1 
Habit Problems 10 6 1 3 
Mpeech Difficulty •• 3 1 0 2 
ail Biti~ ••••• 3 3 0 0 
Nervous Tic ••••• 2 0 1 1 
Enuresis • • • • • • 1 1 0 0 Masturbation • • • • 1 1 0 0 
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In a comparison of Table l~ and Table 20, it appears 
that, although they are termed differently, the lists of 
aggressive behavior and habit problems cover much the same 
problems. The problem, nrestlesst!, as used in the study 
in elementa~J school was interpreted by the teachers to 
mean "hyperactivity" - "Moves arms and legs constantly" 
or "Can't sit still". That accounts for its being con-
sidered an aggressive problem rather than a withdrawing 
one as is "nervous" on the Nursery School list of problems. 
However, there is a noticeable lack of withdrawing 
problems on the elementary school list. The major ones 
that do not appear in any form are: nover-dependence on 
adults", "insecure" or "lack of confidence", and "passive". 
This absence of these problems c'ould be due to one or 
both of the following reasons - the problems did not 
appear on the schedule, or the fact that these are forms 
of behavior that are not considered to be problems by 
teachers. It is unfortunate that they did not appear on 
the schedule sO th:=~t we could see with what fre quency 
they were noted by theelemen tary school teachers. 
It can be seen by looking at Table 20, that although 
withdrawing problems are not as well represented on the 
list as are the aggressive problems, that the types of 
behavior commented upon most frequently by elementary 
sChool teachers, are: (I) behavior in class work, {2} 
aggressive behavior, and last, (3) withdrawing behavior. 
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This is understandable when we consider that the teacher's 
funotion is to aid educational achievement. Thus, her 
main concern in the ohildren's behavior is (1) whether or 
not they conform to classroom rules and routine and meet 
school work requirements. (2) Her second emphasis is on 
the problems which are expressed in overt and directly 
annoying behavior, and (3) her least concern is with the 
inner emotional conflicts of children which do not inter-
~ere directly with the purposes of teaching. 
In Wickmants study, mental hygienists rated withdraw-
ing problems more serious than aggressive problems. This 
fact is borne out in Table 19 which shows that, at Nursery 
School, withdrawing problems were reported vdth the most 
frequency. 
In a discussion of the teacherst attitudes toward the 
behavior of the children in elementary school, we consider 
it worth mentioning that teachers reported no cases of 
stealing, dishonesty, or any sex behavior. One teacher 
observed masturbation in the se children. Vie are, there-
fore, unable to say whether there is no occurrenoe of 
these particular problems in this group of children; or 
whether the teacher's attitude toward these problems might 
have been the cause of her not noticing or discussing them. 
The teacherts attitude could playa large part in 
the re,sul ts of the study insofar as her personal reaction 
to the child affects her evaluation of his behavior. The 
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teachers throughout the study, when asked for a general 
reaction to the student, usually stated whether or not 
she considered the child to be a good student, a "lovely" 
or "nice" child, a difficult child to have in the room, 
or some other pers onal observati on re garding the child. 
The teachers of the twelve children considered to be 
problems in elementary school reported the following gen-
eral reactions to the children: Four made no co@uent as 
to t heir per sonal re action, thre e said the child was "like-
able tt , two said that the child was likeable as an indivi-
dual., but did not fit into the group", one said, ttI like 
thetwlns, but favor George of the two as he is less of 
a problem rl , and another said, ttl like her, but she gets 
on my nerves". 
Table 21 shows the number of children as they were 
considered by their N'ursery School and elementary school 
teachers to show aggressive or withdrawing behavior. 
TABLE 21 
TYPE OF BEHAVIOR OF 'l'ivEN'I'Y-SIX CIULDREN IN NURSERY SCHOOL, 
1939-1942, AlIJD IN ELEMEN'L4RY SCHOOL, 1946 
~otl Nur sery sChoolllTot Elementary School 
Type of Behavior j 





12 I 7 II 26 112 7 7 • 7 , ~ " 
i :1 l5! Aggressive. 1 12' 4 5 3 it 5 6 4 • • • • • 
141 
, J II! Withdrawing , 8 2 4 7 1 3 • • •• • i " 'I I 
I II I ,~ 
All but three children that were considered by NursSry 
School to show one or the other type of behavior were felt 
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by their elementary school teacher to continue showing 
that type ot behavior. 
According to the type of behavior shown at Nursery 
School, seven of t·welve of the children showing aggres-
si ve behavior are considered problems in elementary school. 
Five of fourteen of the withdrawing children are problems 
at the time of the follow-up study. Eight of fifteen of 
the ohildren considered showing aggressive behavior in 
elementary sohools are thought to be problems, as well as 
tour of the eleven showing withdrawing behavior. 
Aooording to Table 19, it appears that the improved 
group had more Withdrawing problems and less aggressive 
problems. Group I had a total ot sixteen aggressive 
problems; Group II twenty-tour, and Group III fifteen. 
In. Table 20, Group II again sh~led more aggressive pro-
blems, thirty-two, Group I presented eleven and Group III, 
twenty-four. 
Table 19 shows Group I had a total of torty-one with-
drawing problems, Group II - twenty-one, and Group III -
twelve. At elementary sohool, Table 20, Grc:up II presents 
more Wi thdrawing problem.s than the other groups - twenty-
one, Group I - twelve, and Group II - eleven. 
At Nursery School, Group I presented more habit pro-
blem.s, and continues with the greatest number of habit 
problems in elementary school. Table 19 shows Group I 
with sixteen habit problems, Group II presented twelVe, 
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and Group III presented four. In Table 20, Group I 
showed a total of six habit problems, Group II showed one, 
and Group III presented three. 
In the comparative study of nursery school versus non-
nursery school groups, it was found that a larger number 
of nursery school children than of control-group children 
showed improvement in their habit status. "They elimi-
nated a greater number of undesirable habits and more 
habits which indicate a lack of independence; and, on the 
other hand, they acquired a greater number of "desirable" 
habits and those indicating emancipation from adults. ,,1 
Habits as used here should not be confused with our class-
ification of "habit problems ff • Habits in this compara-
tive study refers to all forms of behavior that the child 
presents. 
We would like to mention as a final thought in our 
follow-up of this group of Nursery School children that, 
as Ethel Kawin said or her study, "Those who are in con-
tact with children attending nursery schools see many 
indi vi duals where the benefits of nursery school experi-
ence seem quite obvious to the observer interested in a 
particular child. Until some method for measuring the 
development of personality as a whole has been formulated, 
studies such as this cannot attempt to evaluate nursery 




Since the objective data of the study are too meagre 
to justify any real conolusions, the following summary is 
presented of our findings in this study which compares the 
behavior of twenty-six children in Nursery School, 1939 -
1942, with their behavior in elementary schools, 1946. 
1. Unfa.vorable home si tuations were recorded more 
fre quently tor the unimproved group in Nursery 
School and for the problem in elementary sChool. 
2. Children whose families were known more frequently 
to Social Service Exchange tended to show less im-
provement in Nursery School than children with in-
frequent registrations. The frequency of Social 
Service Exchange registrations was found to have 
no relation with the number of problems that the 
ehildren presented at elementary school. 
3. Five of six broken homes in the group produced pro-
blem children in element ary schools. Three were 
oonsidered well-adjust ed and three poorly adjusted 
at Nursery School. 
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The children were distributed fairly evenly among 
the three groups of improvement at Nursery School 
according to the socio-economic level of their 
families. More children (8 of 10) from poor or 
dependent homes are considered to be problems than 
the children (3 of lO) from comfortable homes. The 
children from poor and dependent homes showed more 
aggressive problems, more withdrawing probler~, and 
more classroom problems than the children from 
average or comfortable homes. 
5. The boys appeared to show more problems than girls. 
There was an even distribution (thirteen boys and 
thirteen girls) as to sex in the group studied. 
More male s (8) than females (6) were in the group 
of fourteen showing doubtful improvement in Nursery 
School. Five males and seven females were in the 
improved group. Seven boys showing a total of 87 
problems and five girls showing a total of 66 pro-
blems were considered problems in elementary school. 
6. More only and youngest children were in the improved 
group than the oldest and the middle child. However, 
only and youngest children are not making any be tter 
adjustment at elementary school than are the oldest 
and middle children. 
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7. No relation was found between the age of the chil-
dren in elementary school or Nursery School and 
the number of problems shown. 
8. With the teacher's evaluation of the child's phy-
sical condition as a basis, it was found that none 
of the children classified as being in good physi-
cal condition were considered to be problems in 
elementary school. There were no children consi-
dered in poor health in the improved group ot chil-
dren in either Nursery Schoo~ or elementary school. 
9. In the improved group at Nursery School, three 
children (of S} had I~ts below 100; four (of 9) had 
I~'s from 100 - 119; and five {of 91 had IQ,'s of 
120 and over. 
The greatest number of problem children (5) in 
elementary school c~e from the group with an IQ 
level of below 100. The next number (4) came from 
the group with I~'s of 120 and over. The least 
number of problem children (3) were found in the 
group with I~'s of 100 - 119. 
10. All of the children (4) making low grades at ele-
mentary school were considered to be problems. 
Seven (of 17) making average grades were problems, 




11. Two-thirds of the twenty-six children attending 
Nursery School for four months or less are problems 
in elementary school. Two-fifths of the children 
attending more than four months are problems. 
12. The children considered to be popular or leaders 
showed more improvement in Nursery School and showed 
a better adjustment at elementary school than the 
children considered to be di sliked or to "get along 
alright ft. 
13. All but three children considered to show either 
aggressive or withdrawing behavior in Nursery School 
were reported by elementary school teachers to con-
tinue showing the same type of behavior. 
14. Children showing aggressive behavior in elementary 
school are considered to show more problems than 
those showing withdrawing behavior. Eight (of 15) 
children showing aggressive behavior in elementary 
schools are thought to be problems; four (of II} 
children showing withdrawing behavior are thought 
to be pro ble IDS • 
15. In both Nursery School and elementary school, the 
unimproved group showed more aggressive problems. 
At Nursery SchoOl, the improved group presented a 
greater number of withdrawing problems. In elemen-
tary school, the unimproved group presented more 
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withdrawing problems. The improved group presented 
more habit problems in both Nursery School and ele--
mentary school. 
16. The elementary school teachers reported with greater 
frequency (1) problems of classroom difficulty, 
next, (2) aggressive problems, next, (3) withdrawing 
problem.s, and last, (4) habit problems. The Nursery 
School teacher reported (l) withdrawing problems 
more frequently than (2) aggressive problems, and 
with least frequency, (3) habit problems. 
17. Seven children were felt to have shown little or no 
improvement; five of these are still considered to 
show many problems at elementary school. Seven 
children were felt to show doubtful improvement at 
Nursery School and three of these are considered 
problems in elementary school. Four of twelve 
children felt to show improvement at Nursery School 
are considered problems in elementary school. 
18. Eight, or two-thirds of the children considered to 
be problems in sOhools in 1946 oame from the two 
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.APPENDIX 
APP .E1T])IX A 
Summary of the Follow-Up Studies Made on the Mental Hygiene 
Clinic Nursery School Children, December, 1940; May, 
1941; and June, 1942 By Psychiatric Social Workers 
At the beginning of the child's enrollment in Nur-
aery School and during the year, the mothers, in most cases, 
had discussed with some member of the staff their child's 
problems. The plan for working with the mothers was very 
flexible and depended upon the seriousness of her problem. 
The aim of these interviews with the mothers was to help 
them with a better understanding of the child's difficul-
ties and his personality needs. This type of case work 
varied occasionally with the particular mother and covered 
things such as a simple arrangement for the physical exami-
nation of the child through concrete suggestions regarding 
his training in routine habits to a consideration of more 
serious problems in the home of marital relationships. 
These different types of problems were found which 
appeared to have a direct effect on the behavior of the 
child: 
Over-anxiety regarding child's behavior; re-jecting, punishing attitude toward Child; rigid, 
meticulous, over-demanding; lack of consistent 
and firm discipline; poor physical health of 
mother; difficult.1 in accepting responsibility 
for maternal role; limited intelligence, unstable 
marital si tuation; inability to handle guilt and 
anxiety re own negative feelings toward child. 
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lack of confidence in handliD( child; mild 
mental depression; complet e a bs orpti on in 
ohild for own satisfaction; inability to give 
child adequate love and affeotion; extreme 
nervousness; strong need for Child's depen-
dency; and conflict between parents re dis-
oipline. 
In some instance s~ the child was seen in the Clinic 
merely for diagnosis and was not considered a serious enough 
problem to return. In other instances, the child Was turned 
over to a social worker for therapy. Some few children were 
seen neither by psychiatrist nor sooial worker because they 
did not oome to school long enough, or because of some oir-
oumstance ooncerning that particular child. 
The measurement of improvement is naturally very 
difficult with anything as intangible as human behavior and 
feelings. In general, most children show improvement qui ckly 
in Nursery Sohool, but it has been found to be true that 
the ir progress is often impeded by the mothers t resistanoe 
to change. In some instances, when the children continued 
in school for a long period of time, they were able to 
carry over much of their progress and change into the home, 
al though the parents did not ohange. Nhere the problem was 
more serious, real progress at home resulted only when the 
parent was able to change. 
In a consideration of what happened to these chil-
dren, their gains while in Nursery School and while social 
work servioe was being given to their mothers, are 'seen as 
follows: 
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More independence, self-reliance; less depen-
dence on others for entertainment; better re-
lationship with other children; more positive 
relationship with parents; more spontaneous, 
outgoing; better acceptance of routine; more 
obedient, easier for mothers to cope with; 
developed leadership capacity; ability to ex-
press self; improved eating habits, speech, 
and general health; disappearance of temper 
tantrums, nervous tic, enuresis, and mastur-
bation; less negativism and aggression; les-
sening of fears, gain in self-confidence; less 
nervousness and distractibility; and more 
ability to share and give. 
In terms of gains shown by the mother, it is not 
possible to evaluate this as olearly in terms of specific 
problems. In general, one of the gains notioed most fre-
quently was the lessening or disappearance of much of the 
mother's anxiety over the child. Another big gain occurred 
in those situations where there was faulty handling of the 
child's routine life, mostly due to the mother's laok of 
knowledge, and where suggestions of conorete things to do 
could be given the mother. The least gain appeared in 
those situations where the mothers showed a rigid persona-
lity, were over-partioular, fussy, and meticulous. In 
these cases, the child's problem appeared directly related 
to the mother's personality patterns and to have acoomplished 
more than superfioial improvement would have necessitated 
far-reaching changes in the mother. 
A total of 58 out of 79 children were studied at 
least once in a follow-up. iie had ob served the children 
during the school year, but we were anxious to learn just 
what had become of each oh~ld's problems after the close 
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of Nursery School. Calls were made at the home and school 
of the child in December, 1940; kay, 1941; and June, 1942. 
The mothers seemed to welcome this follow-up visit 
and were frank and free in their discussions of the various 
problems of their particular child. We we"re interested in 
whether the problems had disappeared, improved, or remained 
unchanged. Children who were patients from Children's Free 
Hospital and those children who attended less than two 
weeks were omitted from the study. 
From all these studies, a few sie~ificant generali-
zations are evident: 
1. The majority of children showed a quick im-
provement in their problems after entering 
Nursery School. 
2. Not more than two children in any of the 
three groups failed to improve during their 
Nursery School experience. 
3. When possible during the past two school 
years, mothers were given help with their 
children's problems. It has been found 
that the degree of improvement of the chil-
dren at home has been commensurate with 
the mothers t ability to cooperate in treat-
ment and desire to make a real change in 
themselves as well as the children. 
4. In the follow-up of the two groups out of 
Nursery School for a year or more (30 chil-
dren in all}, it was found that three in 
the first group and one in the second, or 
13 per cent were making an unsatisfactory-
adjustment in SChool. Only 3 of these 
4 were a problem at home. 
APPENDIX B 
~~S~rtY SCHOOL RECORD 
Name 
Address 
Date of Entry 
Referral Source 
Age at Entry 
Parent's Marital Status (M-D-S-ji) 
Contact vnth Parent Teacher 
Social Worker 
Outstanding Features in Home Situation 
Social Agency Clearings 
Sex Birthdate 
Control-Study Group 
Term of Stay 
Physical Condition (Ill.nesses, Personal Appearance t Physical Activity, Examinations) 
Psychological Tests (Dates - Score s) 
Attendance 
Activities Child Performed Best 
Least Best 
Adjustment (Good - Average - Bad) 
Teaeher t s General Reaction 
Other Children's Reaotion 
Major Behavior Difficulties 
Any Marked Improvement 
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APPENDIX 0 
INTERVIEwv WI Til TEACHER 
Name 
.Address 
Attended Other Schools 
Grade at time of study 




Social Agency Clearings 
Outstanding Features in the Home Situation 
Marital Status: M - D - S - W 
Physical Condition (Illnesses, Personal Appearance Physical 
. Activity, Examinations} 
Psychological or Achievement Tests 
Attendance 
Subjects Performed Best (Oral - Written - Creative) 
Least Best 
Grades (Good - Average - Bad} 
Teacher's General Reaction 
Other Childrents Reaction 
Social Behavior: 
Inattenti ve 
Careless in Work 
Meticulous 




















Failure to Study 
Interested in work 
Dishonest in Classwork 
Day Dreaming 
Shy and Withdrawing 
Oversensiti ve 
Truthful 
Critical of Others 
Meddlesome 
Sulky or Sullen 
Courageous or bold 
Cowardly or fearful 
Happy 
Polite or rude 
Discouraged easily 
Sissy or tomboy 
Many frie nds 
Few close friends 
Response to opposite sex 
